1. Recently I (1) gave some new basic hypergeometric identities of the Cayley and Orr type with the help of a certain basic differential operator. The present paper deals with some bilateral generalizations of those identities together with certain new identities of the same type. In § 4 is indicated how the generalizations of Orr's identities given recently by Shukla (8, Theorems I, II) may be connected with each other. Later in § 5 certain general expansions of hypergeometric functions are deduced. The following notation has been used throughout this paper: 
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where T"(x) is a basic gamma function defined by Jackson (7) and 2. Three bilateral hypergeometric identities. We now proceed to prove the following three identities that: provided 1 + a -c -e = 2b in (3.1) and (3.2), and
Proof of (3.1). It is easy to see that for suitably restricted parameters we have ( ho r\a+a-b) r (e) r X2ri \e + r J provided 1 + a -c -e = 2b, which can easily be obtained by collecting the coefficients of x n and using the known summation theorem (2, § § 4.5, 1.2). Hence using this transformation in (3.4) we have the required identity (3.1).
To prove (3.2) and (3.3) we proceed exactly as above with
and use the transformations (2, § § 4.5, 1.3, 1.4) giving the sum of a nearlypoised 4^3-We can also obtain the basic analogue of the identity (3.3) in the form
provided a -c -£ = 26. To prove (3.5) we use the basic integral
used in an earlier paper as well (1), where (1 -q a x)~a means the basic binomial expansion
Replace c and d respectively by 1 + a -c and e in (3.6) and take
Proceeding as for (3.1) we obtain, on using a known summation theorem due to Bailey (3, § 3 (3)), the required identity (3.5).
It may be noted that as a consequence of these identities we get certain interesting relations between two terminating nearly-poised series. From (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) respectively we get \ -b, 1+a -b, e, 2c -a -n )
The basic analogue of (3.9) may be written as (from 3.5)
_ (g 14^2c ;n)to a ;n) . AT 2 ", S***"*, -ff***"*, «T^1, «', <T ; ^ (g 1+a -c ; n) (g e~c ; n) 6 * 6 V»"*"», -q^-\ g 
\2 -D,2 + a-b-D,2 + a-c-D,2 + c-e-D-n) + idem (£>;£, F) _ /l>, E,F,2 -D,2 -E,2 -F;
\1 + a -b, 1+a -c, 1 + c -e, 1-a, 1 -6, 1 -c.
(l) n 4 3 \1 +a -6, 1+a -c, 1 -\-c -e -n
Transform the 4^3 series on the right by (3.7) and then replace n, a, b, c, and e respectively by 2m + n t a -2m, b -m, c -m, and e -m. After some simplification we find that (3.11) may be written as (3.12) (1-EX1-F) & -b -m, 1 + a -c -m, 1 + c -e, \a -m, 1 -a -\-2m The identities due to Shukla can also be written in the form 
/l+ E-D,l + F -D,D -E,D -F; \ r[2 + a-b-D-rn, 2 + a-c-D-m, 2 + c -e -D, J

Ll + ha-D -m,
F -D, 1 + G -D, D -E, D -F, 2 + a-b-D-m,2 + a-c-D-m,2 + c-e-D,
D-G; 1 D -a + 2m, D -|o-1 -\-m, D -b -\-m, D -c + m J (D + e-c-l) 2m (D + e-c-l+2m;x
X (D) 2m * l \D + 2m \a -D -m,\ + 6 -D -w,l + c -Z> -m;xi 2U--^ -/«, 2 -f-a -i -Z> -m, 2 -\-a -c -D -m ) + idem {D;E, F, G) _ JD, E, F, G, 2 -D, 2 -E, 2 -F, 2 -G; \ I 1 + o -b -m, l+a -c -m, 1 + c -e, \a -m, 1 -a + 2m, I \ -\a-\-m,\ -b-\-m,\ -c-\-ml ) + m) (l+a-D -2m,2 + \a - 4ii4 \2 -D,l+ia-D-m,.n-F^r/ 1+E~D ' D - E; \ (4.2) *> ^> I 1 + 2c -D -2m, 3/2 + a + b -c -D -m, 1 V D -2b + 2m, D -2a + 2ml v ic + D-a-b_ + h + m) 2n (c + D -a -b -\ + 3m; x\ X (D) 2m lUl \D + 2m J " (l + 2a -D -2m, 1 + 2b -D -2m; x\ , . , /n _,,
Certain general hypergeometric expansions.
In this section we obtain certain general expansions both for ordinary and bilateral hyper-geometric series with the help of transformations deduced in previous sections. Before proceeding to the actual deduction of the general expansions we prove a lemma which is a bilateral generalization of a known transformation due to*Chaundy (4, 42) . 
